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My name is Jarrod Cooper and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
The coastal area and wildlife in it are special and need to be protected from this I
thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues
which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will
point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. The beach and reserve area around
Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the
reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by
disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a
comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into
Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have
more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result
of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery
seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Wetlands
are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like
the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay
wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish.
Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria.
Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline
directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should
be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather
than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal
proposed by AGL. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres
of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on
marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated
wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed
by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. From Jarrod
Cooper
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My name is Luke Featherston and I visit Westernport Bay often. The Bay offers
unique surfing opportunities The flinders mussels are the best in the world and
change in water temperature will effect them. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and
Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the
issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a
popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding
areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of
maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve
area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the
strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship
traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of
increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass
surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia
has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory
of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally
significant wetland. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million
litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous
impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment
Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to
weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact
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My name is Bart Vaughan and I live in the Westernport Bay area. It is my means of
keeping calm and peaceful in this world! A gorgeous place that offers so much to so
many! We must take care of it in return for the joy it brings us I thank the Crib Point
Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to
make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty
and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point
jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and
surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions
because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay
and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive
ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of
increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass
surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Wetlands
are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like
the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay
wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish.
Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria.
Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline
directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should
be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather
than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal
proposed by AGL.
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My name is Kelly Brawn and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay. I
thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues
which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will
point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. Natural environments play a
crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the communities who access
them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to
mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental
health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of
recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as
increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise
and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in
a community. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of
Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The
industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia has committed
to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is
inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the
most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If
the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy
(Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does
not meet the legal requirements this proposal shoul
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I live in Melbourne and love the beauty of Westernport and cherish the wellpreserved nature there when I visit. I am concerned that AGL's proposed gas import
terminal will compromise Westernport's unique natural environment whilst
simultaneously fuelling the climate emergency. Australia is a drought-prone
country and many farmers stand to suffer if we do not get climate change under
control. Natural gas seems like a cleaner option when compared to coal when
comparing the greenhouse gases emitted when both fuels are burnt. However, if
methane leakages from gas fields are not kept below a set level, gas can actually be
worse for the climate than coal. Methane is an extremely potent greenhouse gas.
The methane leakages from gas fields have been consistently underestimated and
there is emerging evidence around the true levels of methane leakage from gas
fields (1). Many fields exhibit over four times the level of methane emissions that
allows gas to be considered more climate-friendly than coal (1). Gas can be worse
for the climate than coal but the reality is that we cannot afford any further
development of fossil fuel infrastructure at all, even the cleanest gas is going to push
us over a tipping point. This project threatens the people of Crib Point with
explosions. Wooley's beach is a place of recreation and is an inappropriate site for
storage of such large quantities of gas. People's homes are within 1.5km of the site,
putting them at risk of damage from an explosion. An explosion could be fatal or
result in severe injury. How can AGL guarantee that an explosion won't happen? The
pipeline from Crib Point to Pakenham also has the potential for gas leakage and
subsequent fires. AGL assures us that the risk is acceptable after only completing
preliminary studies. Full studies are required and a final independent risk
assessment is required.
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My name is Josh Reimers and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
It is an internationally recognized wetland, fringed by a national park and three marine sanctuaries. It is an
extremely biodiverse and fragile ecosystem. Wetlands are crucial in the defence against the climate crisis that
we face.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make
a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There
are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point
to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the communities who access
them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and
environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally
impact on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas
of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of
anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence
of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little
penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and
wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception
that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which allows
them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied
Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns
and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise
sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an
extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and
animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by
AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day
which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these
laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal
requirements this proposal should not continue.
The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil fuels. Renewable energy
has become the cheapest alternative for new power production. This holds true even when renewables are
backed with 6 hours of storage to guarantee that renewable energy can be delivered when required according
to the Australian Energy Market Operator and CSIRO. The fact that firmed renewables will displace gas is
becoming increasingly accepted in the energy markets. This year AEMO adjusted its Victorian GPG annual
consumption forecast for the 2014 to 2039 period. They now assume that gas consumption will be dramatically
below what was previously thought due to a higher penetration of renewables than previously forecast.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish eggs - would
be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake
and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly

half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated
water would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine
wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can
pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay,
the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Josh Reimers
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My name is Victor Eke and I have family who live in Westernport Bay. Western Port
bay is used for fishing, recreation and surfing by our family and friends I thank the
Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should
deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point
jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and
surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions
because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay
and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive
ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of
increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass
surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Wetlands
are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like
the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay
wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish.
Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria.
Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline
directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should
be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather
than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal
proposed by AGL. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres
of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on
marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated
wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed
by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Victor Eke
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My name is Vivien Bird and I live in the Westernport Bay area. Being fortunate to be
able to visit the bay often, I am witness to the thriving ecosystem of the wetlands,
literally teeming with life. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and
the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the
environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project.
There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its
current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me
most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. Natural
environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green
spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by
communities who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact
on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and
light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep
and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to
focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of
mental health conditions in a community. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Wetlands
are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like
the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay
wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish.
Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria.
Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline
directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should
be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather
than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal
proposed by AGL. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres
of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on
marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated
wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed
by AGL is not compre
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My name is Mich Schepers and I visit Westernport Bay often. Such a beautiful area
with natural habitats for water and land animals. We walk the beaches and bush
tracks and enjoy all the natural beauty with industry and degradation. Killer whales
frequent the bay and it’s like no where else I’ve sailed before. I thank the Crib Point
Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to
make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty
and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty
is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and
surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions
because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay
and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive
ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of
increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass
surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent
region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating
Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and
wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas
tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of
the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Wetlands
are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like
the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay
wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish.
Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria.
Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline
directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should
be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather
than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal
proposed by AGL.If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres
of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on
marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated
wastewater will affect marine life .
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I have uploaded my submission below. Regards Debra Archibald

My name is Debra Archibald and I have family who live in Westernport Bay.
The wildlife and sea life in the area ‐ the whales, dolphins, penguins etc, the recreational uses on the bay
‐ fishing, boating, swimming. The sheer beauty of the westerport bay area.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity
to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current
form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike.
Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions
because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve area
nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will
mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less
catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery
seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism‐dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the
little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible
marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers
and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent
with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a
popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which
allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered
Orange‐Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a
nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in
Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly
around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key
habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging
projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each
day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about
how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport
Bay ‐ clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in
their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a dangerous
reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by the end of the
century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of renewables and

energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our environment but also bad
business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting consumers to
move away from gas instead of investing in soon‐to‐be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas
import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem ‐ like plankton and fish eggs ‐
would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into
the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be
significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous
quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current
thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more
suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the
precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local
community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Debra Archibald
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My name is Lachlan Keith and I visit Westernport Bay often. Western port bay is
very important to my family and me. The vast ecosystem needs to be protected, not
destroyed. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister
for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a
variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current
form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is
the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. The beach and
reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike.
Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of
bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that
there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships
coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or
sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less
catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the
important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the
second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the
little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport
Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit
will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that
it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular
tourist destination. Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise
use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of
International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of their ecological
character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate
a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments in
Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If the project is approved AGL
could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which
could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know
about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport.
The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases
totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the
State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in
their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and
the fact that the plan currently does n
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There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable, but the
issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife. Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental
and physical health of the communities who access them. The potential loss of
nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and
environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these
areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or
among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased
prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light
pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of
Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The
industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Wetlands are among the
most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which allows
them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up
of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is
also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise
sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the
Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a
key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than being subject to
potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. If the
project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy
(Waters). Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute. As outlined
above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be
unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable options
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Australia cannot afford any more gas projects, we are in a climate emergency.
Victoria has suffered hellish bushfires this year, brought on by climate change. AGL's
proposed gas import terminal will only slow the transition away from fossil fuels and
will make it impossible for the Victorian government to reach its target of net zero
emissions by 2050. AGL has stated that its project is required to meet predicted
demand. These predictions are based on the assumption that we do not need to
decarbonise our economy/energy sector. Gas consumption in Victoria can be
reduced enormously if simple gas-efficiency programs are put in place (induction
cook-tops for home use and gas efficiency reviews and maintenence for industry)
(1). The technology for the recommended gas efficiency changes already exists and
the majority of these changes would be easy to implement. The Victorian
Government should be supporting programs that ensure we do not have to resort to
gas importation. AGL plans to take water from Westernport Bay, chlorinate it, cool
it and reintroduce it back into the bay. The effect this will have on marine life is not
well known but it is reasonable to expect there will be unintended consequences for
the delicate bay ecosystem. The health of the bay is important for fishing and
tourism. As the environmental legislation SEPP Waters prohibits this proposed
activity of water usage and dumping, how will AGL replace this proposed process
and ensure this dumping of waste water does not occur at the proposed site or any
other part of Westernport Bay? How can we trust AGL to not illegally perform this
activity, considering it has incurred $7 million in fines since 2003, including for
deceptive and misleading behaviour? What research has been conducted on this
process and where? What are the limitations in applying this research to
Westernport Bay's unique ecosystem? References: 1. Northmore Gordon. Victorian
Gas Market – Demand Side Measures to Avoid Forecast Supply Shortfall. 2020.
Northmore Gordon. Available at: http://environmentvictoria.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2020/06/Vic-Gas-Market-Demand
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Crib point Submission
My name is Imogen yusko, I have family who live in Westernport Bay.
Having grown up on Phillip Island surrounded by nature and fresh air my
childhood was unlike many will ever experience. It is a treasure like no
other- we need to ensure that it remains this way.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister
for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the
environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in
my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on
our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical
health of the communities who access them. The potential loss of
nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress
and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the longterm mental health of a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of
Australia. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will
undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the
perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact
Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. Half of
the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a

nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most
significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment
and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around
the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be
protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals
rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas
import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of
chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous
impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how
this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport.
The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in
some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws
prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to
weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the
fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this
proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the
distant future but a dangerous reality we face right now. We are on
track for several degrees Celsius of warming by the end of the century
if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs
of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not
only a threat to our environment but also bad business. Corporations
like AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting
consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be
stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not
consistent with what we need to do to create a safe climate.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise

would affect marine wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there
have been no baseline studies of the noise in Westernport Bay. They
have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor
the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate
studies the EES states that underwater sound would elicit behavioural
changes in dolphins and mask the communication of whales in the area.
The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging
nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the
environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. There are many other viable, and more suitable,
options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any
harm.
Sincerely,
Imogen Yusko
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Having lived on Westernport Bay for my entire life I cannot fathom why this could be
allowed to go ahead. We need to be addressing climate change and gas is no part of
the future There are very few opportunities for employment
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Crib Point Gas Import Jetty and Crib Point-Pakenham Gas Pipeline
Inquiry and Advisory Committee
Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the inquiry that this committee is
undertaking in accordance with the request by the Minister for Planning to review
and report on the environmental effects statement that AGL and APA have prepared
regarding their joint proposal at Crib Point.

My position
I wish to express my deep dismay that these companies are considering such an
environmental damaging project and ask that this committee give close attention not
only to the direct effects of the project but also to its indirect, long term and
cumulative effects.
I am also concerned that the most significant impact of this proposal has been
ignored and unlikely to be assessed under any relevant approval process. The
contribution this project will make to greenhouse emissions and consequently to
climate change in the form of so-called Scope 3 missions falls outside all regulation
and legislation that could apply here.

Environmental impacts
Westernport Bay is an environmentally significant but delicately balanced area. Its
significance is highlighted in a recent report by Melbourne Water1:
Western Port is a unique feature on the Victorian coast, a large, semienclosed embayment on an exposed coastline, formed by complex geological
processes … Superficially similar to Port Phillip Bay, it is more complex than
its western neighbor, with a greater tidal range, extensive intertidal mudflats,
and two large islands (Phillip Island and French Island). The tidal flats are cut
by deep channels, with several catchments draining (some artificially
connected) into the northeastern and eastern parts of the bay. All of this
makes for complex oceanographic circulation. Much of its coastline is fringed
by mangroves and saltmarshes, and there are extensive seagrass meadows
on mudflats and below the low tide level.
According to the Melbourne Water report, it has three of Victoria’s 13 Marine
National Parks and Westernport and its surrounds have also been recognized
internationally by UNESCO as combining outstanding natural values with intense
interactions with human populations. Westernport is an important Ramsar Site
comprising a large proportion of the bay to the north of Phillip Island. It consists of
large shallow intertidal areas, dissected by deeper channels and covers
approximately 60,000 hectares.
All this complex beauty and diversity are under threat from this massive project and
its many outcomes. The high degree of concern over the project’s environmental
impacts that has been expressed by many is illustrated by the submission made the
1

https://www.melbournewater.com.au/sites/default/files/201802/Understanding the Western Port Environment 0.pdf

Mornington Shire Council to this inquiry 2. These impacts include damage to the
marine ecology and biodiversity, terrestrial ecology, biodiversity and native
vegetation and groundwater, including potential impacts on aquifers and
groundwater dependent ecosystems. Such damage is likely to be irreversible
whereas the loss of an economic opportunity can easily be repaired and replaced.

Ecologically Sustainable Development
The Ministerial Guidelines for assessment of environmental effects under the
Environment Effects Act 1978 indicate that the principles and objectives of
Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) are significant underpinnings of the
EES assessment process. I believe that ESD is no longer an adequate concept for
assessing actions for their environmental impact. This is because of the priority it
gives to economic growth over environmental outcomes.
Projects such as this at Crib Point are being justified on the grounds that they could
assist in the transition away from the use of fossil fuels without causing too much
economic disruption. However, many scientists and others have pointed out that this
is a very poor strategy for tackling climate change. Natural gas is a rapidly growing
and significant source of greenhouse gas emissions. Investment in gas for energy
generation would lead to much higher transition costs in the future and the
immediate diversion of funds away from renewable sources.

Gaps in the assessment process
The final Scoping Requirements FAQs published on the DEWLP website state that:
An EES is the most comprehensive and robust assessment process available
and will provide for an integrated and transparent examination of the
proposed project and its effects, which is necessary because of the array of
potential effects, the substantial public interest and the different statutory
approvals required for this type of major project.3
This statement of purpose suggests that an Environmental Effects Statement (EES)
provides a effective tool for protecting the environment. I note, however that the Act
authorising this process was first passed in 1978 and has not been amended since
2012. As such, it fails to reflect the growing threat of climate change in its definition
of the environment or to recognise the obligations set out in the Victorian Climate
Change Act 2017.
On first glance, the definition given in Ministerial Guidelines for assessment of
environmental effects under the Environment Effects Act 1978 appear quite
comprehensive:
[The environment] …includes the physical, biological, heritage, cultural,
social, health, safety and economic aspects of human surroundings, including
the wider ecological and physical systems within which humans live.4

2

https://www.mornpen.vic.gov.au/About-Us/News-Media-Publications/News-Media/AGL-Crib-Pointgas-project-an-unacceptable-risk
3
https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0019/410509/Crib-Point-Scopingrequirements-FAQ.pdf
4
https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0026/95237/DSE097 EES FA.pdf

An important omission is greenhouse gas emissions generated through the use of
the natural gas such as that imported through Crib Point. Such gases are not
regulated either at the State or Commonwealth level and are treated differently to
other emissions which are treated under State law as pollutants.
Westernport is a significant and irreplaceable component of Victoria’s environment.
This project threatens the beauty and diversity of this area. I ask that you closely
examine the long term impacts of this project and give priority to protecting the
natural environment and all its components.
Joy Mettam
25 August 2020
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My name is Sophia Lopilato and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of
a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among
households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of
anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in
increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to
see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the
form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the
beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large
amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for
their role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially
damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have
already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the
loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot
afford to lose any more as we face the climate crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts
to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming
by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting

costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to
our environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in
renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-tobe stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we
need to do to create a safe climate.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine
wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise
in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself
nor the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states
that underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the
communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine
animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib
Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many
other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our
energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.

Sincerely,
Sophia Lopilato
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My name is Isabel Allen and I live in the Westernport Bay area. I live here, I have
grown up here and it is the most magical place I know. The natural environment
cannot be destroyed ! I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and
the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the
environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project.
There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its
current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me
most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. Natural
environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green
spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by
communities who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact
on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and
light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep
and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to
focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of
mental health conditions in a community. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Wetlands
are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like
the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay
wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish.
Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria.
Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline
directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should
be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather
than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal
proposed by AGL. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres
of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on
marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated
wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed
by AGL is not comprehensive an
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My name is Hilary Bray and I care about the climate crisis we face right now, and I
care about the fragile Ramsar protected wetland environment in Westernport Bay.
The Crib Point AGL gas import jetty and gas pipeline project presents unacceptable
risks to that local environment and to the necessity to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions now. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot
for residents and visitors. The increased number of ships into Westernport Bay, and
the strict exclusion zones will mean benign boaters will have more disruptive ship
traffic to contend with. The impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination on
the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty will be catastrophic.
Seagrass is the lynchpin of this valuable ecosystem. The industrialisation of
Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will compromise the beauty of the area. It will also negatively
impact Phillip Island‘s economy as a popular tourist destination. Importantly, recent
research shows healthy wetlands capture and store large amounts of carbon for
hundreds of years. Wetlands must be protected and enhanced for their role as
carbon sinks, rather than damaged & potentially releasing their carbon stores. We
cannot afford to lose any more wetlands as we face the climate crisis. If the project
is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day, which will certainly have a damaging impact on marine wildlife. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is in some cases totally inappropriate. Current
Victorian laws prohibit discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like
Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters).
AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Considering the poor impact assessments and the fact the plan currently does not
meet the legal requirements mean the proposal should not proceed. Millions of
Australians know climate change is a dangerous reality we face right now. We are on
track for 4 degrees Celsius of warming by the end of the century if we do not cut our
emissions from fossil fuels and agriculture now. The plummeting costs of
renewables and energy storage make fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our
environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more
in renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas.This proposal is a
threat to a safe climate. Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the
environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project.
As outlined above, the greenhouse gas emissions alone make it unacceptable. There
are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that
we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport
Bay, ecosystem to inevitable harm. Sincerely,

Hilary Bray
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My name is Kelly Tytherleigh-Laity and I care about the environment in Westernport
Bay.
Western Port provides for many eco-systems for marine life, as well as recreation
opportunities for many different individuals such as surfers, kitesurfers, divers, beach walkers
and many more. The bay is very important for the livelihood and wellbeing of myself, my
family and my friends.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on the local community.
Working within the healthcare industry myself, I am aware that natural environments play a
crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the communities who access them. The
potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and
environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these areas. This
can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure
to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of
sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus.
The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health
conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to
see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the
form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the
beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large
amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for
their role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially damaging
projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed
or drained most of our freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the loss of approximately
35 percent of wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as
we face the climate crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we
do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport.
The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in
high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment
Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken
these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does
not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are
responsible for storing between 20 and 30 percent of global soil carbon despite occupying
only around 5 and 8 percent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as
Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of
carbon pollution to the atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the
impacts of climate change.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine
wildlife. AGL acknowledges in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise

in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself
nor the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies, the EES
states that underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the
communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine
animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on the local
community would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options
Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious
wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depends on this ecosystem, or the
local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Kelly Tytherleigh-Laity
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My name is Ido Monk and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
Knowing that a globally significant habitat and wetland exists in the place I live
makes me proud to live where I do.Spending time with the wildlife that this provides
habitat to brings me and my family great pleasure. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and
Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the
issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife. Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental
and physical health of the communities who access them. The potential loss of
nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and
environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these
areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or
among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased
prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light
pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of
Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The
industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia has committed
to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is
inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the
most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If
the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Poli
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I live in Melbourne and visit Westernport Bay frequently. I am concerned about the
effect this gas import terminal will have on the bay itself as well as on our climate.
Victoria should resolve the projected short-fall in gas by reducing our need for gas
and investing in renewable energy. Droughts, bushfires and flooding have been
getting worse in recent years, we cannot afford any further fossil fuel projects. Gas is
terrible for our climate and not something our government should continue
investing (particularly as it claims to be aiming for zero net emissions by 2050).
Beyond the effects AGL's gas import terminal will have on our climate, it is also likely
to damage the important RAMSAR wetlands it's proposed site is near. Companies
always claim they will do everything they can to protect the nearby nature, though
not all risks can be foreseen and when the damage is done it is always too late.
Some areas are not worth taking this risk for, RAMSAR wetlands are one such type
of place. Southern mangroves are a beautiful rarity and need to be fully protected
from any potential harm. The wetlands will be effected by this proposal and that is
unacceptable. What other wetlands have had gas import terminals constructed close
to them and at what proximity? What environmental monitoring has taken place
there and over what time period? What kind of environmental impacts were
observed in this monitoring? What are the similarities and differences between the
wetlands and gas import projects referenced and AGL's proposed project at Crib
Point? How can we be sure that the data collected from other similar wetland/gas
import terminal setups can be accurately used to predict the environmental effects
of AGL's proposed project on the RAMSAR wetlands in Westernport Bay?
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As a resident of Phillip Island, an employee of Wildlife Coast Cruises, working in
ecotourism, as an environmental officer and a conservationist, this proposal deeply
distresses me. I have a bachelor of Environmental Science and Wildlife Conservation
from Deakin University and this proposal reminds me of every reason why I did my
course so that large Energy companies such as AGL will not choose money at the
cost of the environment and our climate. I am in Westernport bay on a daily basis,
working with the magnificent whales and other marine life, and the thought of
allowing extra disturbance and up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water each day
is horrific. I also work with the Penguin colonies both on the Island and in St Kilda in
which Westernport is a significant feeding and transit area for both colonies. AGL’s
Environment Effect Statement does not properly address the risk of oil spills, and we
know that these spills have significant, detrimental impacts on the Little Penguin.
Australia only has one species of penguin, and it must be protected. I work with the
Southern Right Whale, in which numbers are predicted to be as low as 400
individuals, and they use this proposed area as a migration route with their very
fragile newborn calves. With this area being so obviously significant to so many of
our unique wildlife, and the increase in gas use, while we are in a climate crisis,
there is never going to be a good enough reason to accept this kind of development
and proposal.
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My name is Felicity Fox and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay. This
is gorgeous part of the Australia where environment and wildlife is incredibly
important and should be protected. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory
Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission
to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable
under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife. Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical
health of the communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access
to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief
experienced by communities who place significance on these areas. This can
detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive
exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can
result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a
lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in
increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a community. Phillip Island is
the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well
as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport
Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit
will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that
it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular
tourist destination. Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise
use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of
International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of their ecological
character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate
a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments in
Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If the project is approved AGL
could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which
could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know
about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport.
The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases
totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the
State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in
their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining

My name is Felicity Fox and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
This is gorgeous part of the Australia where environment and wildlife is incredibly important
and should be protected.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the
issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of
a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or
among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence
of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in
increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to
see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the
form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the
beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a
signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of
one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts
to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
The EES submitted by AGL grossly underestimates the potential for reducing our demand
for gas in Victoria. Victoria could reduce its gas consumption by between 98 and 113
petajoules by 2030 through using existing technology and targeted economic support
according to a recent report written by energy consultants Northmore Gordon. With the right

government policies Victoria could meet its energy needs without new gas including new gas
fields or gas import terminals like that proposed by AGL for Westernport Bay. These
measures will lower energy costs for consumers and reduce emissions under most
scenarios. This is the case even when a lot of our electricity is generated by fossil fuels but
will become even cheaper and less polluting as more of our electricity is generated through
renewables.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine
wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise
in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself
nor the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES
states that underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the
communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine
animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many
other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our
energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Felicity Fox
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To Whom it may concern, I have been a resident of Crib Point for 15 years and i
strongly oppose the proposal for a new gas import jetty at Crib Point. There is too
much at stake in relation to environmental effects. There is no guarantee of the
extent that gas emitted into the atmosphere will impact on residents health for a
certain distance from the proposed import jetty. Health is the utmost of our
existence there is nothing more important, followed by environmental impacts to
sea life not limited to the mangroves which line the coast of westernport bay which
incorporate great significance to our environment. Potential contamination of soil
and sea water is also of concern and the proposal for the gas plant just leaves too
many uncertainties in my view. I would prefer renewable energy such as solar, wind,
biomass and tidal for a substitute energy source to gas.
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My name is Christina Aitken and I live in the Westernport Bay area. It is a place of
beauty, recreational enjoyment, environmental significance, biodiversity. I walk
along the shore daily, and seeing local dolphins, the visiting whales, seals and more
is a precious, unique experience. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory
Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission
to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable
under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife. Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical
health of the communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access
to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief
experienced by communities who place significance on these areas. This can
detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive
exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can
result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a
lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in
increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a community. Phillip Island is
the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well
as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport
Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit
will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that
it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular
tourist destination. Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise
use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of
International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of their ecological
character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate
a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments in
Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If the project is approved AGL
could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which
could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know
about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport.
The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases
totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the
State Environment Protection Policy (Wa
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My name is Sharyn Hamey and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
I value the rich biodiversity of Westernport Bay; the wildlife that calls this area home and
the beauty of the bay itself that gives me a sense of peace, all of which I believe would be
threatened if this project goes ahead.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for
the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would
introduce new risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include
exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk
of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to
the import facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL
have completed only preliminary quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have
deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary studies
and the EES should not continue until we have an independent expert to provide final risk
assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well
as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in
the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will
undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a
pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist
destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and
water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like
the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is
made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is
also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and
protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an
extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible
array of plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like
this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so
much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of

wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts
to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands
are responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite
occupying only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands
such as Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast
quantities of carbon pollution to the atmosphere. This is particularly important as a
defense against the impacts of climate change.
Large ships like LNG tankers have been recorded as having hit whales and other marine
mammals. The EES has grossly underreported the chance of whale strike at 1-in-2500 per
year. Using their own figures the actual calculated risk is 1-in-326. This means a 1-in-16
chance over the proposed 20-year lifespan. It is likely that these numbers are conservative
because the number of whales observed with injuries consistent with ship strike is higher
than the number of strikes reported by shipping operators. The conclusion that a ship strike
would have a low consequence to the visiting Southern Right whale population is
inconsistent with the Conservation Management Plan for Southern Right whales.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on
our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet
our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Sharyn Hamey
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My name is Erin Power and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
Knowing that a globally significant habitat and wetland exists in the place I live
makes me proud to live where I do. Spending time with the wildlife that this
provides habitat to brings me and my family great pleasure. I thank the Crib Point
Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to
make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty
and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife. Natural environments play a crucial role in both
the mental and physical health of the communities who access them. The potential
loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and
environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these
areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or
among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased
prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light
pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of
Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The
industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia has committed
to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is
inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the
most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If
the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Sincerely, Erin Power
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I am strongly against the Crib Point Gas Project. There are many areas of this project
that concern me, in particular I do not believe that the need for this project is there,
there is insufficient evidence that there will be any economic benefit to Victorians if
it does and I strongly believe that this project impacts already stressed ecosystems.
The EES report states that the project is needed to support Victoria in a transition to
low carbon. However, as a scientist I would never classify gas as a low carbon fuel.
Australia does not have time for a slow transition into renewables, the climate
impacts have been severe and will continue to get worse. New fossil fuel projects
threaten any chance this nation and the world has at a liveable climate. While this
project considers the emissions locally it does not consider the global carbon
emissions which will be created by the products produced and their impacts.
Furthermore, the uptake of renewable energy is increasing nationally, which limits
the demand for gas. If gas supply is limited compared to demand (which it may not
be) then consumers will be forced to use alternative sources, the market can adapt
and is not reliant on this one energy source. Another concern I have is that AGL’s
argument that the project will reduce gas prices and create new jobs, is weak. I do
profess my self an economist but due as the gas is sold at global market prices, I feel
that these claims should be further investigated. As a young scientist, I have had the
privilege of studying Victoria’s marine ecosystems and learning about their
importance. This is a privilege I hope that other students will have in the future and I
believe this project is a significant threat to that reality. I am concerned that the
project threatens valuable and already stressed marine ecosystems. This area is
home to many important flora and fauna, including migratory species such as the
Southern Right Whales. The major areas of concern I have with this project is the
chemical pollutants (from regasification) and physical destruction from increased
shipping and from construction. Marine ecosystems are already stressed by heat,
noise, and food availability from previous anthropogenic impacts, this is not a
reason to give up on them. Cumulative impacts reduce the resilience of ecosystems
to impacts such as these, without this project the system would be allowed to
recover from what we have already done rather than further destroy an important
habitat. I feel that these animals, their habitat, and the global importance is more
important than low economic gains in the short term. Thank you for taking the time
to hear my submission and well as others in the community. This issue is important
to many people.
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My name is John Clark and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
Westernport Bay is important to me because of its ecosystem services, recreation
opportunities, aesthetic values, tourism and its environmental significance. Not only
this, but it is also important because of
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which
should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to
in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would
introduce new risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks
include exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and
increased risk of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K.
The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach
is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary quantitative risk
assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is
not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until
we have an independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land
and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory
birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport
Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and
fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria.
Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline
directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should
be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather
than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal
proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated
water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy
(Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.

Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not
meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future
but a dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees
Celsius of warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from
fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered
fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our environment but also bad business.
Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting
consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we
need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like
plankton and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they
would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to
chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly
half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous
quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined
above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be
unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can
pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious
wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or
the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
John Clark
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My name is Sally Pickford and I live in the Westernport Bay area. The health of
Westernport Bay affects the health of the whole Victorian coastline and therefore
the wellbeing of its residents in one way or another. Westernport Bay is a known
breeding ground for many fish species. Natural environments play a crucial role in
both the mental and physical health of the communities who access them. The
potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress
and environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on
these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or
among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased
prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light
pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community. Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of
wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International
Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and
preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import
terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an
internationally significant wetland. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to
468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a
disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how
this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact
modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the
State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in
their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and
the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal
should not continue. The EES submitted by AGL grossly underestimates the
potential for reducing our demand for gas in Victoria. Victoria could reduce its gas
consumption by between 98 and 113 petajoules by 2030 through using existing
technology and targeted economic support according to a recent report written by
energy consultants Northmore Gordon. With the right government policies Victoria
could meet its energy needs without new gas including new gas fields or gas import
terminals like that proposed by AGL for Westernport Bay. These measures will lower
energy costs for consumers and reduce emissions under most scenarios. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we
meet our energy needs without exposing the wetlands of Westernport.
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My name is Julia Hurst and I live in the Westernport Bay area. It is safety,
spirituality, life and generations of family for all human and non-human beings. I
thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues
which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will
point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. Natural environments play a crucial
role in both the mental and physical health of the communities who access them.
The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental
distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance
on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or
among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased
prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light
pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of
Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The
industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia has committed
to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is
inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the
most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If
the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy
(Waters).
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To whom it may concern,
My name is Simon MacGregor and I visit the Westernport Bay often to compete in surf events. My business also supports
businesses that utilise the ocean as a source of income in the Surf Industry, with surf spots right across the area both on the
Mornington and Philip Island sides of the bay.
The ecology of Western Port is unique providing such a diverse ecosystem that supports livelihoods and jobs (such as eco-tourism
through Penguin and Seal tours) that will be more sustainable for future generations than the impacts from a Gas port would bring to
the area.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the
environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem
this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the
impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and
surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES
notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the
strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch
as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point
jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of
Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular
tourist destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large amounts of carbon for hundreds of years.
Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially
damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of our
freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We
cannot afford to lose any more as we face the climate crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a
disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine
life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these
laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this
proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a dangerous reality we face right now. We
are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The
plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our environment but also
bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas
instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need
to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish eggs - would be the most
impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine
levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes
each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current
thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There
are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing
the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Simon MacGregor
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My name is Melanie Clark and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
As an internationally recognised site, the effect of this project will be catastrophic for the
environment and for the communities around it.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for
the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who
place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long‐term mental
health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of
recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as
increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and
light pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism‐dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well
as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay
in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will
undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a
pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist
destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a
signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle
of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant
wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so
much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life
in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay ‐ clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their
attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that
the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
The EES submitted by AGL grossly underestimates the potential for reducing our demand
for gas in Victoria. Victoria could reduce its gas consumption by between 98 and 113

petajoules by 2030 through using existing technology and targeted economic support
according to a recent report written by energy consultants Northmore Gordon. With the
right government policies Victoria could meet its energy needs without new gas including
new gas fields or gas import terminals like that proposed by AGL for Westernport Bay.
These measures will lower energy costs for consumers and reduce emissions under most
scenarios. This is the case even when a lot of our electricity is generated by fossil fuels but
will become even cheaper and less polluting as more of our electricity is generated
through renewables.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem ‐ like plankton
and fish eggs ‐ would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable
to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above
safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water
being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated
water would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further
affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on
our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet
our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Melanie Clark
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My name is Dr James Ingram and I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and
the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project.
I wish to make a submission to the Environmental Effects Statement (EES) prepared by AGL
and APA for their proposed Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project at Western Port, Victoria. I
would also welcome the opportunity to appear before the Inquiry and Advisory Committee to
contribute to the review process.
I am a doctor currently living in Melbourne. I work in metropolitan Melbourne as well as
regional Victoria, including the Gippsland region. I have grown up in Victoria and have visited
Westernport bay numerous times, as a result developing a strong appreciation for this
unique and diverse part of Victoria. I am therefore deeply concerned about the impacts this
project will have on human health, the environment, and the local community.
The EES has failed to demonstrate the project can avoid numerous negative impacts on the
environment and on human health. Most importantly is the impact this will have on
greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria and our Emissions Reductions Target of net zero
emissions by 2050 (1). I have a number of concerns about the proposed AGL Westernport
gas terminal, including:
1. Climate change is a public health emergency which requires a rapid reduction in
fossil fuel use.
2. Health should be at the centre of COVID-19 recovery plans, and this project does not
align with a green, health-focussed recovery plan.
3. There is widespread opposition from the community, the council and elected
representatives. As such, the project lacks social license and poses unacceptable
risks.
4. If the project goes ahead, there will be finite risks to the sensitive Western Port
environment which includes Ramsar wetlands, endangered species of flora and
fauna, and marine mammals.
1. Climate change is a public health emergency which requires rapid reduction in
fossil fuel use.
As a health practitioner, I am deeply concerned about the threat that climate change
poses to the health of Victorians. The tragic bushfires of the recent summer have shown that
our changing climate is already devastating Australian lives and environments. Smoke from
the fires blanketed Melbourne for months, affecting about 80% of the population. While the
health toll is not yet fully known, I saw numerous patients with chronic diseases during this
time whose health suffered as a result of the smoke exposure. A recent study estimated 445
deaths and 3000 hospitalisations were due to bushfire smoke (2). This summer served as a
foreboding to Australia and the world as to what might lay ahead if we do not act quickly and
cohesively, and I hoped this might compel us to strengthen our ERT’s and the EPBC to
ensure we protect the health of current and future generations of Victorians.

2. Health should be at the centre of COVID-19 recovery plans, and this project does
not align with a green, health-focussed recovery plan.
Major health organisations in Australia and around the world have declared that
climate change is an emergency and represents an existential threat to public health (3). It
should be noted that the health and economic impacts of climate change are likely to far
surpass those arising from the current devastation that the COVID-19 outbreak has brought.
Peak medical groups representing 75% of Australia’s 90,000 doctors have called on the
prime minister to make a response to climate change central to the government’s
post-coronavirus stimulus plans (4). I echo this statement in calling for a health-centred
economic approach to support a transition away from fossil fuels (both coal and gas) to
renewables, and investment in projects and technologies that preserve our natural
environment. Action on COVID-19 has been founded on scientific evidence and prioritised
health over economics. The response to climate change has side-lined science and allowed
vested interests to obstruct and lead to indecision and inaction. I implore the government to
learn from recent events and keep the health of Victorians as a priority in its decision-making
processes.
3. There is widespread opposition from the community, the council and elected
representatives. As such, the project lacks social license and poses unacceptable
risks.
There has been strong opposition to this project by local community, council and
local members of parliament, including federal Health Minister Greg Hunt. Natural
environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the communities
who access them. The potential loss of natural environments and access to green spaces
contribute to psychological distress and grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This is particularly relevant to local Indigenous groups who
place significant spiritual significance on this area. To go ahead with this project could
detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a community which already
experiences a significant burden of health due to psychosocial challenges.
Victoria currently produces a surplus of gas, and a transition to renewables as well as the
implementation of cost-effective initiatives to reduce gas consumption will likely avoid the
predicted “shortfall” (5). Furthermore, it is unlikely that gas imports will reduce gas prices in
Victoria, where we already pay some of the highest per capita prices in the developed world.
As we transition to cheaper, greener renewables, gas requirements will continue to diminish,
compromising the conditions on which this proposal is based.
4. If the project goes ahead, there will be finite risks to the sensitive Western Port
environment which includes Ramsar wetlands, endangered species of flora and
fauna, and marine mammals.
Research shows that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large amounts
of carbon for hundreds of years. As such, wetlands should be protected and enhanced for
their role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially

damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have
already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the
loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015 (6). We cannot
afford to lose any more as we address the climate crisis.
I appreciate the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the negative impacts on the
environment and human health far outweigh any potential benefits the project might offer.
There are many other viable, and more suitable, options that Victoria can pursue to ensure
we meet our energy needs while adhering to our Emissions Reductions Targets, that won’t
expose the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this
ecosystem, or the local community to any harm. I welcome the opportunity to appear before
the Inquiry and Advisory Committee to contribute to the review process.
Sincerely,
Dr James Ingram
MBBS BMedSc (Hons)
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My name is Louise Knight and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay. I
am sick of big business ruining the planet for monetary gain and our government
doing nothing about it. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and
the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the
environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project.
There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its
current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me
most is the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria. A new fossil
fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce
new risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include
exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and
increased risk of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K.
The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach
is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary quantitative risk
assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is
not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until
we have an independent expert to provide final risk assessments. Phillip Island is
the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well
as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport
Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit
will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that
it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular
tourist destination. Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth.
They combine land and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350
species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied
Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a
nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for
mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from
erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove
stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of
plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like
this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. If the project is approved AGL could
dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could
have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about
how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not
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My name is Kajeera Jenkins and I am concerned about the environment in Westernport Bay.

Westernport Bay is a beautiful pristine environment, a multitude of sea-life
including penguins. The beaches of Phillip Island have incredible waves
making Westernport Bay worth preserving.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for
Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There
are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under
its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for
residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is
likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of
maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport
Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more
disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result
of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important
nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia.
People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife.
The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and
a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They
combine land and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350
species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied
Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds
which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the
most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment
and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib
Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as
a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than being

subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed
by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of
chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact
on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact
modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22
of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been
unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor
impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet.
Wetlands are responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global
soil carbon despite occupying only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of
the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay Ramsar site should
be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the
atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the impacts of
climate change.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would
affect marine wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no
baseline studies of the noise in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested
the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the noise produced by a
berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that
underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the
communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and
other marine animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important
ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As
outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more
suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy
needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Kajeera Jenkins
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Victorian Wader Study Group Inc.
ABN 12 724 794 488
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Prue Wright
Flinders
Vic 3929
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AGL and APA Gas Proposal at Crib Point
The Victoria Wader Study Group (VWSG) is a not-for-profit organisation that conducts long
term shore bird monitoring in Victoria. The group has been active since 1978 and has around
140 volunteers with collective expertise across all shorebird species (and their habitats) that
occur in Australia. The VWSG makes a significant contribution to the Australasian Wader
Studies Group and the Birdlife Australia Shorebirds 2020 program through the provision of
field expertise, monitoring data and expert advice.
We are very concerned about the proposed Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project at Crib
Point. The EES statement gives no confidence that the environmental impacts of this project
can be managed.
The proposed site is part of the Western Port Ramsar Site as well as part of the UNESCO
Western Port Biosphere Reserve. We as a country, have an obligation to abide by the rules
and the spirit of these overlays.
Many migratory shorebirds use the Western Port Bay during the non-breeding season before
they again fly north to Siberia and Alaska to breed. Many of these birds are endangered and
of particular concern is the Curlew Sandpiper (Calidris ferruginea) and Eastern Curlew
(Numenius madagasriensis) which is critically endangered and Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa
lapponica) which is vulnerable.
Resident shorebird species are not addressed in the EES. The sites are also used by
resident shorebirds, such as Sooty Oystercatchers (Haematopus fuliginosis), Australian Pied
Oystercatcher (Haematopus longirostris), Hooded plover (Thinornis cucullatus cucullatus)
and Red-capped Plover (Charadrius ruficapillus).
The main site for foraging and roosting of shorebirds is the big spit of mud between French
island and Hastings Bight, although there are many other sites around Western Port. The
dredging required to establish the Jetty and the work around the land based part of the
project would risk these roosts. The tide flow around Western Port is in a clockwise direction,
meaning that any spoil would be at risk of flowing over these sites and damaging the life that
lives in the mud flats and feeds the birds. Long term damage to tidal flows could impact the
structure of the mudflats.
Ongoing risks would include the possibility of an oil spill, increasing the risk that already
exists from the Hastings Port. The effects of the chlorine that will be produced is unknown, as
is that of the cold water that will be returned to the bay after warming the liquefied gas. These
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will also be moved around Western Port by the tides before being removed to the ocean.
Increased human activity and 24 hour lighting will also impact the quality of the habitat.
DETAILED COMMENTS
Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project
EES Statement July 2020.
We believe that the technical reports A and B for this project conflict and need further revision
and updating.
Executive Summary
Noise and vibration – light impacts are considered under this heading. Mitigation measures
for birds are inadequate. They should include consideration of light wavelength, timing of
construction, wildlife rescue plans, wattage of lighting. Monitoring of wildlife such as birds to
intermittent sound and light should occur to ensure there is no impact as claimed.
Impact of light from shipping using the swing basin near the important shorebird roosting
sites at Observation Point and French Island should be reviewed.
Terrestrial and freshwater biodiversity - We believe the impact of light on birds will be
significant if construction occurs during the time of Short-tailed Shearwater fledging.
Migration need reviewing to ensure best practise. Impacts on the Hooded Plover Thinornis
cucullatus cucullatus are not included (EPBC listed).
Inadequate consideration has been given to the EPBC status for species such as Curlew
Sandpiper (critically endangered),Eastern Curlew (critically endangered), Bar-tailed Godwit
(baueri – vulnerable), Red Knot (endangered), which roost at Observation Point and French
Island and may feed nearby. Hooded Plover (eastern) which is listed as under the EPBC Act
as vulnerable is not mentioned. This species breeds at Observation Point and along the
coast of Phillip Island.
Social – the impact of the construction on fishers and other recreational activities - short and
long term is not mentioned. Presumably, there would be an exclusion zone around the
facility.
Mitigation measures could include the construction/integration of artificial roosts for
waterbirds and shorebirds to help mitigate sea level rise from climate change.
Technical Report A. Marine Biodiversity Impact Assessment
We believe that this document that forms the basis of consideration of the impacts on bird
species, particularly waterbirds is flawed and is not in line with the findings of technical report
B. It should be reviewed and revised to remove misleading statements.
Sources of up to date information are not referenced and unsupported statements made:
For example:
Page 208. States that “The majority of waterbirds that use Western Port are nomadic or
migratory. Nomadic species in Australasia move across the continent and the wider region to
take advantage of suitable resources as and where they are available. These birds are thus
well suited to dealing with unpredictable rainfall and drought and consequent wetting and
drying of wetlands. Other than the few sedentary species, all waterbirds using Western Port
have nomadic ability.
Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project Marine Environment Existing Conditions Technical
Report A: Marine biodiversity impact assessment page 208 15 June 2020 Prepared for AGL
Wholesale Ltd and APA Transmission Pty Ltd”
This is untrue – Western Port Bay is in fact a drought refuge for waterbirds as outlined in the
Arthur Rylah Technical report:
Hansen, B., Menkhorst, P. and Loyn, R. (2011) Western Port Welcomes Waterbirds:
waterbird usage of Western Port. Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental Research
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Technical Report Series No. 222. Department of Sustainability and Environment, Heidelberg,
Victoria.
This means that birds cannot go elsewhere.
Page 208 states”Migratory birds make regular annual movements, often along defined
flyways, between areas where they breed and areas, they use during the non-breeding
portion of the year. Many have very specific annual routines and their migrations are highly
predictable. The majority of shorebirds using Western Port breed in high latitudes of the
northern hemisphere and are known as Holarctic species. These migrants are in southern
Australia during the austral spring-summer.
Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project Marine Environment Existing Conditions Technical
Report A: Marine biodiversity impact assessment 208 15 June 2020 Prepared for AGL
Wholesale Ltd and APA Transmission Pty Ltd”
This is only partially true, only adult birds migrate out of Australia, juvenile birds ranging in
age form their first to their fourth year, depending on species remain in Western Port
throughout the year. See technical report above. These include the EPBC listed species
such as Curlew Sandpiper (critically endangered),Eastern Curlew (critically endangered),
Bar-tailed Godwit (baueri – vulnerable), Red Knot (endangered), which roost at Observation
Point and French Island near the site (see ARI technical report maps).
The important roosting area near Hastings for oystercatchers and other waterbirds has not
been mentioned (see ARI Technical report maps).
This report is not referenced in the technical report A.
In addition this assessment of impacts on biodiversity does not consider light pollution and its
effect on migratory birds such as the Short-tailed Shearwater (EPBC listed). Juveniles of this
species, particularly as they take their first flight from breeding colonies on French Island and
Phillip Island fly throughout Western Port. They are attracted to lit objects such as ships,
jetties, roads which they can collide or if they land on roads be run over or are often injured.
Technical Report B. Terrestrial and freshwater biodiversity impact assessment
Australian Fairy Tern – during 2019/20 this species nested on Observation Point – close to
the proposed site. Further assessment on the impact of light from anchored vessels is
required. The anchorage area (swing basin) for vessels is adjacent to Observation Point.
The impact assessment on page 170 does not include impact on food resources such as
fish.
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Map from Hansen et al 2011.
Powerful Owls are resident on Phillip Island. They are not included in this assessment.
Caspian Tern
Caspian Terns have a roost on Observation Point. They may be impacted by vessels using
the swing basin anchorage. This is not mentioned in the assessment.
Table 34 page 177-178
Fauna Waterbirds – Supports threatened birds. There are no surveys of the use of the area
by birds throughout the year. All counts done by BirdLIfe Australia programs are high tide
counts at roost areas. It is not clear how the assessment of no impact on foraging areas was
reached in the absence of data. We also note that the impact of light on vessels and the
structure at night for birds roosting in the area are not documented or explored.
Fairy Tern information is out of date. These birds bred at Observation Point in 2019/20.
There is no assessment of the impact of light on Short-tailed Shearwaters which are listed
under the migratory bird provision of the EPBC Act. The timing of shipping activity will be
crucial to the impact on this species.
The assessment of noise on page 188 does not consider the intermittent nature of the
activities. All examples are of continuous activity. The impact of intermittent noise should be
addressed.
Lighting – page 190.
Short-tailed Shearwater are listed as a species that may be impacted by lighting – we feel
this section needs review.
Mitigation measures should include the wave length of the lighting (colour) and a rescue plan
for affected birds during juvenile first flights and preparation for migration.
Victorian Wader Study Group Inc.
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Rodríguez A, Burgan G, Dann P, Jessop R, Negro JJ, Chiaradia A (2014) Fatal attraction of
short-tailed shearwaters to artificial lights. Plos One 9: e110114. pdf
https://ecolightsforseabirds.weebly.com/publications.html
Shorebird surveys for this report were all conducted during the spring and summer months in
daylight hours. Juvenile birds are present all year and may move around during the year
using the best available piece of habitat – particularly in the absence of adult birds who have
gone off to breed. Further research is needed to ensure potential impacts are mitigated.
Also only major roosts sites are counted by BirdLife Australia at a particular “ideal” tide height
which means all the birds are gathered in one place and easy to count. There is a data
deficiency for pre-roost sites and roosts for low or high tides – this should be acknowledged
and provision made for unexpected effects on these types of roosts. There is also a
deficiency for night-time bird roost and feeding sites which are often different to day roost
sites due to changes in food availability and predator activity. There are no night count data
available for the roost sites in this report so their night-time importance may be greater.
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Dear Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning,
My name is Jacqueline Salter and I live on the Mornington Peninsula. I am writing to you as a concerned resident,
mother, ecologist and community educator to express my concerns regarding AGL’s proposed gas project. I have a
PhD in Wetland Ecology from Monash University and understand that mangroves and wetlands are high in
biodiversity and have a high capacity for carbon capture. Western Port is recognised internationally for its biodiversity.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are
numerous issues that make this proposal unacceptable, including our international obligations to protect Ramsar
wetlands, the impact of wastewater discharge on marine life, the threats to our climate and the deficient EES. When
viewed singularly, each issue strongly suggests the proposal should not be allowed to go ahead. When viewed in
concert, the potential impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife and on our climate means that this
proposal represents one of the largest threats to our environment in recent history.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of their ecological
character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle
of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which is
likely to have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. As a resident of St Andrews Beach, I witness first-hand the
impact of dispelling large amounts of chlorinated water into the ocean – the rocks are devoid of sea life. It is likely that
this cold, chlorinated waste water will detriment marine life in Western Port, including the seagrass beds which are the
foundation for much of the sealife. Western Port Bay is recognised as an important fish hatchery. It is likely that the
AGL gas import jetty will severely disrupt the delicate ecosystem and could result in severe declines in fish numbers.
The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore,
current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Western Port Bay clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to
weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements, this proposal should not continue.
I do not feel that the EES was adequate to judge the risks of the proposal. It does not fully demonstrate that the
environmental impacts can be managed. It does not detail the environmental effects of maintenance and
decommissioning. The EES does not demonstrate a credible need or economic benefits and does not demonstrate
net community benefit to warrant Amendment C272. And most importantly, the EES does not adequately consider
alternative sites.
The majority of Australians are concerned about the impacts of climate change. For example, a 2019 survey by the
Australia Institute revealed 81% of Australians are concerned climate change will result in more drought and flooding.
Scientists suggest we only have eleven more years to act on climate change to avoid an uninhabitable planet in the
future. The plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to
our environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting
consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas
import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to create a safe climate.
Instead of facilitating this Project, I urge the Government to:
 Work with the Australian energy industry to pursue feasible alternatives for securing a safe and affordable
renewable energy supply for south-eastern Australian states withoutharming our environment;
 Fast-track the transition to zero-emissions in Australia by supporting investment in clean energy and energy
efficiency initiatives to ensure Victoria emerges from the current COVID-19 crisis with a stronger, greener and
more sustainable economy.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife
would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that
we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which
depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Salter
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My name is Ashleigh Krievans and I live in the Westernport Bay area. I grew up and
have lived in the Westernport Bay area for 32 years. Westernport Bay is important
ecologically for many flora and fauna species and like all natural habitats, deserves
to be and should be protected. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory
Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission
to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable
under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife. A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is
proposing would introduce new risks to the local community and visitors to the area.
These risks include exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the
facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical
Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away and
Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary
quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on
that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not
continue until we have an independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia has committed to promote the
conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar Convention on
Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of
their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious
environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If the project is
approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay
each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life
in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and
in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay clause 22 of the State Environment Pr
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As a Victorian, I care deeply about Westernport Bay, and the unique wildlife and wet
lands that are found in the region. The proposed storage and production of gas at
Cribb point by AGL will devastate an environment that needs protection.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which
should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to
in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green
spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by
communities who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact
on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and
light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep
and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to
focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of
mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land
and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory
birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport
Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and
fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria.
Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline
directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should
be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather
than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal
proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated
water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy
(Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.

Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not
meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future
but a dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees
Celsius of warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from
fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered
fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our environment but also bad business.
Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting
consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we
need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like
plankton and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they
would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to
chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly
half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous
quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined
above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be
unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can
pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious
wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or
the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Verity Kimpton
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My name is Erin Tidball and I have family who live in Westernport Bay. I have family
in the area that I care for and I want to be able to grow up in an environment free
from unnecessary pollution. And I want to stand up for the wildlife that don’t get a
chance to comment or make decisions I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory
Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission
to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable
under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife. Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical
health of the communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access
to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief
experienced by communities who place significance on these areas. This can
detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive
exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can
result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a
lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in
increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a community. Phillip Island is
the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well
as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport
Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit
will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that
it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular
tourist destination. Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth.
They combine land and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350
species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied
Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a
nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for
mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from
erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove
stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of
plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like
this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. If the project is approved AGL could
dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could
have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
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CRIB POINT
GAS IMPORT JETTY & PIPELINE PROJECT
Environment Effects Statement Submission
August 2020

This submission relates to the proposed Crib Point Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline project.
After reading and understanding as much of the Environmental Impact Statement (EES) as possible, given the short
timeframe to prepare a submission relative to the enormity of the EES itself, I make the following submission with key
recommendations as below.

Key Recommendations
•
•
•

Reject the proposal due to the wider impact of project – Australia and global environmental impacts from the
increased import and use of LNG.
Reject the proposal due to the impact of this project to Australia’s low-carbon transition by facilitating a
supply of a carbon intensive energy source instead of low carbon alternatives.
Reject the proposal due to the localised environmental impact of constructing and operating a large import
facility in a remnant wetland area.

Wider Impact of LNG Imports
The EES is very careful to attempt to identify and nullify the local impacts of the project to Western Port bay and the
areas associated with the pipeline project. Where the EES falls short, is a clear lack of appreciation of the wider
impact to Australia (and indeed the whole world) from an expansion of carbon intensive energy markets. This project
will support destructive LNG extraction projects, the carbon intensive transports and importing of these fuels.
In 2020, this is no longer an acceptable position to be taking by a developed economy like Australia. Our
commitments to the Paris Accord, and our moral commitments to the rest of the world require us to take a stance
where we do not expand the import of carbon intensive energy sources, but identify ways that can maintain a good
quality of life for all people whilst enhancing the natural environment that supports all life. At a minimum, any new
activities should strive to leave a net-zero impact.

Low-Carbon Energy Transition in Australia
The expansion of gas imports to Australia will literally fuel Australia’s residential and industrial carbon emissions and
goes against the national goals of a low-carbon energy transition. Currently in Australia there is a rapid transition
away from carbon intensive fuel sources (namely coal), which has supported a huge increase in renewable energy
plants around Australia. Continuing this trend, it is likely that the falling cost of renewable electricity will render
expansion of LNG useless, as heating and transport is moving heavily towards electrification.
With the national goals of a transition away from fossil fuels, and the local and global impact of not working on these
goals, it is clear that this LNG terminal project is in direct opposition to the desires of the people and leaders of
Australia.

Local Environmental Impacts
At a hyper-local proximity, the damage to local remnant wetlands and bush from the terminal construction and
associated infrastructure (pipeline etc) will be irreversible. Whilst it may be claimed that the nearby degradation
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caused by others justifies further destruction, this is not sound logic. Any remnant environment must be preserved or
enhanced as much as possible, and this project will not have a positive impact on this area.
Similarly, the impact to the seabed due to marine traffic and likely dredging will have long lasting and widespread
effects on the marine ecosystem. These delicate environments do not need increased traffic, and likewise, existing
impacts from existing industries does not justify increase in activities – as proposed by this project.
Finally, the discussion around the use of seawater for regasification of the LNG is glib in the language around
impacts, and the proposed systems are unacceptable. If large quantities of sea water are to be used for this process,
then this process must:
-

Not damage any sea life or ecosystems in the drawing of the water at the intakes
Be returned to the ocean in the exact same condition (including chemical composition and temperature)
Not damage any sea life or ecosystems in the return of the water.

These are general concepts that apply to most industrial facilities – and this project must undergo the same rigor. As
is seems like a very expensive process to perform regasification and maintain the above principles, it seems like the
economic modelling for this project likely understates the costs associated with running this terminal in an ecologically
sound way.

Conclusion
In conclusion, it is humanly impossible to completely review the EES entirely in the window of time provided, however
it is clear even from the summary documentation and cursory evaluation of some of the core material that due
diligence has not been undertaken. As with any project, the minimal amount of environmental care and remediation
has been considered to “tick the boxes” whilst maximising the economic potential of the project. In doing this, the
project forgoes many global, national and local commitments that businesses, politicians and people of Australia must
strive towards. These generally focus on preserving and enhancing the natural environment as a life support system
for human life and development, both nearby and globally.
With this, I urge the proposal to be rejected on the grounds outlined within, and not be open for reconsideration
unless these points are all met. This obviously will likely make the project uneconomical, and as such I do not foresee
this project ever being realistically viable.

Contact
Seamus Allan
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My name is Sharnell Lawrence and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
The diversity of the flora and fauna are what make western port so unique. From the
protected wetlands in Hastings to the rugged coast of Flinders, it all plays a vital role
in keeping the land, water ways and the community healthy.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which
should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to
in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on the local
community.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents
and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be
affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise.
The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased
number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will
mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers
will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic
chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a
signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally
significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated
water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy
(Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not
meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
The EES submitted by AGL grossly underestimates the potential for reducing our
demand for gas in Victoria. Victoria could reduce its gas consumption by between 98
and 113 petajoules by 2030 through using existing technology and targeted

economic support according to a recent report written by energy consultants
Northmore Gordon. With the right government policies Victoria could meet its energy
needs without new gas including new gas fields or gas import terminals like that
proposed by AGL for Westernport Bay. These measures will lower energy costs for
consumers and reduce emissions under most scenarios. This is the case even when
a lot of our electricity is generated by fossil fuels but will become even cheaper and
less polluting as more of our electricity is generated through renewables.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like
plankton and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they
would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to
chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly
half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous
quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined
above, the impact on the local community would be unacceptable. There are many
other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet
our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the
unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Sharnell Lawrence
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My name is Ben Purdie and I live in the Westernport Bay area. I have. lived on
western port for most of my life. This is a short sighted, short term cash grab by a
company with a poor reputation. This wont end well and I truly pity any politician
involved as the local anger is palpable. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory
Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission
to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable
under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for
residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to
be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high
noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The
increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion
zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend
with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and
toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia has committed to promote the
conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar Convention on
Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of
their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious
environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If the project is
approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay
each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life
in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and
in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been
unsuccessful in the
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The Crib Point jetty works and associated pipeline would have a disasterous effect
on the marine life of Westerport Bay. The effect on sea grass and the consequent
disruption of the ecology cannot be justified by any supposed economic benefit. The
detrimental effect on the recreational value of Phillip Island to all of Melbourne and
the surrounding areas should be sufficient grounds to reject the project. It is an
important place for many Victorians. In addition, the serious threat of climate
change makes it essential to preserve and protect all such marine and land based
natural environments.

My name is Lynda Burns and I visit Westernport Bay often.
Its a beautiful natural environment to escape to from the city.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and
visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the
loss of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that
there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming
into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have
more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the
impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass
surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well
as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in
the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will
undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a
pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist
destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large
amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for
their role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially
damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have
already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the
loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot
afford to lose any more as we face the climate crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so
much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their
attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that
the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of
warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The
plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not
only a threat to our environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be
investing more in renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead
of investing in soon-to-be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is
not consistent with what we need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton
and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable

to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above
safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water
being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water
would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting
marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on
our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet
our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Lynda Burns
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AGL, I am appalled by your proposal to build a Gas Import Facility at Crib Point. The
impacts of your proposal are numerous but I will point out just one close to my
heart. You will be impacting many international travelers. Not only tourists (drawn
to the unique environment and species that inhabit Western Port Bay) but also
migratory birds. Do you know the impacts your proposed project will have on
Ramsar wetlands? Not according to the EES. Do you really believe that wetland birds
will not be impacted because they are not in the direct project vicinity? Do you
understand how an ecosystem works? These birds (including Double-banded Plover,
Curlew Sandpiper, Red-necked Stint, Eastern Curlew, Common Greenshank, Sharptailed Sandpiper) fly from Siberia to spend the summer in Western Port Bay. These
birds are impacted by projects along the thousands of kilometres of the East AsianAustralasian flyway between Siberia and southern Australia. These birds need to
increase their body weight by up to 70% before they travel back to Siberia to breed.
Do you really think that your Gas Import Facility, proposed a short distance away
from these Ramsar wetlands, will have no impact on birds who travel thousands of
kilometres? What about the tourism dollars these bird sightings bring in? Think
about it.
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My name is Jake Forsyth-Turner and I care about the environment in Westernport
Bay. Westernport Bay is close to multiple marine parks and it is our duty to keep it
as healthy as possible for future generations of Australian and global citizens. I
thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues
which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will
point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. Natural environments play a
crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the communities who access
them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to
mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental
health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of
recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as
increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise
and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in
a community. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of
Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The
industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia has committed
to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is
inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the
most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If
the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy
(Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful i

My name is Jake Forsyth‐Turner and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay. Westernport Bay is
close to multiple marine parks and it is our duty to keep it as healthy as possible for future generations of
Australian and global citizens. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for
Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable
under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the
impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. Natural environments play a crucial role in
both the mental and physical health of the communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and
access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities
who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long‐term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can
result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus.
The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community. Phillip Island is the second most tourism‐dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception
that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of their
ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import
terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant
wetland. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay
each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about
how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed
by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws
prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay ‐ clause 22 of the
State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken
these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue. Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be
a threat in the distant future but a dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees
Celsius of warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting
costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our environment
but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting
consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon‐to‐be stranded assets. This proposal to build a
gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to create a safe climate. Small marine
organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem ‐ like plankton and fish eggs ‐ would be the most
impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being

subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion
litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water
would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can
pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay,
the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm. Sincerely,â€¨Jake
Forsyth‐Turner

